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Preface

By Mozilla Insights

It’s a long-established fact: today’s data economy is not built on a level playing field. The people and communities whose data form its lifeblood are fighting to retain or regain control over their data and the value created from it. All too often, data is extracted and processed far removed from its source, serving the interests of the organizations that collect it rather than the people it impacts. This is why it’s important to explore new ways to govern data: to shift control, strengthen agency, to share value. Through the Mozilla Foundation’s Data Futures Lab and our work around data governance, we are working to challenge this current paradigm.

Reimagining, reconstituting, and rebalancing data governance requires system-level change, but opportunities to implement new ideas for better data governance often also exist within existing paradigms and legal frameworks. Just as the open source movement challenged copyright laws to introduce open licensing decades ago, builders can similarly defy existing laws and regulations to push the boundaries of how data is governed. Builders can shape new norms by leveraging opportunities present in existing rules. But to do so, they need a firm understanding of current realities. We aim to help them navigate existing legal landscapes so they can help pave the way for better data governance models and policy in the future.

The primary goal of this research is therefore twofold:

- To provide builders with an overview of the current (and changing) legal landscape governing the collection, management, sharing, and use of data in their country;
- to identify opportunities for what we call “alternative data governance” models within existing legal landscapes — specifically, where the regulatory status quo offers pathways to implement new approaches that shift power from data collectors to data subjects — that create meaningful incentives for the benefits of data to be shared between various parties and enable data to serve individual or collective interests.

The guiding question is: What can be built where, and using which levers, from a legal standpoint?

The analysis in this guide will provide builders with a map of laws and regulations relating to data and opportunities for experimentation. It will also provide concrete dos and don’ts for builders experimenting with new approaches to data governance.
Overview

In this report, the authors first provide an overview of the legal landscape relating to data governance and detail organizational models that can support alternative data governance. It also features two case studies: one on crowdsourced data commons and another on quasi-data trusts.

In its overview of the legal landscape, the report discusses the key piece of legislation regulating data governance in India — the Information Technologies Act (IT Act) — and the SPDI rules, which prescribe how sensitive personal data must be managed. It also discusses data localization requirements and provides an overview of ongoing developments, specifically around the handling of non-personal data in India, and the proposed Digital Personal Data Protection and Indian Telecommunication Bills.

In the next section, the report discusses organizational models that can support emerging approaches to data governance. To this end, it covers both corporate structures — that is, private limited and section 8 companies — as well as charitable models — such as registered and cooperative societies.

In the first case study, the report explains what crowdsourced data commons are — initiatives that pool data and govern it collectively toward a common purpose to enhance data access and create new datasets without necessarily centralizing control over said data — and their benefits and limitations. The second case study discusses quasi-data trusts, which are inspired by trust law and are meant to set up an intermediary “steward” of data that manages said data with data subjects’ — that is, individuals and communities from whom data is collected — interest at the forefront.

How to read this guide

Throughout this report, you will find a number of recurring elements that make it easy to find exactly what you’re looking for. The result is a reference that does not need to be read from cover to cover in a linear way; you can simply dip in and out of different sections as needed. The recurring elements are:

- Brief summary boxes of key themes and findings from each section.
- Case studies that dive deep into specific approaches to data governance, compete with additional resources to extend your knowledge.
- Checklists of concrete steps that may help you in your journey.

Additionally, the report contains a glossary with brief explanations of specific concepts and legal texts.
What this guide does not include is legal advice. It rather aims to provide a starting point in your exploration of this topic to help you ask the right questions and identify areas where bespoke advice from lawyers is necessary.

Overview of the legal landscape

In this section:

- Law and regulation relating to data governance is a hotly contested and rapidly developing arena of policymaking. Data governance regulation in India is currently quite outdated and efforts are underway to update it.
- The IT Act is the key legislation regulating data collection, use, and transfers. A number of rules accompany the Act and lay down procedures for data collectors to follow.
- The so-called SPDI Rules are one such set of rules and prescribe the contents of the privacy policies we frequently encounter.
- Just in November and December of 2022, new drafts of key legislation regulating personal data collection and use and the telecommunications industry were introduced.
- Sectoral regulations are important to note as well. Regulators, especially those in domains dealing with financial data, tend to employ separate norms to govern data collection and use by entities operating in their respective sectors.

Data protection and privacy

The Information Technologies Act (IT Act) is the key piece of legislation regulating alternative data governance models in India. The IT Act, enacted in 2000, lays out the nation’s data protection framework.\(^1\) The IT Act comprises a number of accompanying rules, including the Information Technology (Reasonable security practices and procedures and sensitive personal data or information) Rules, 2011 (SPDI Rules).\(^2\) The SPDI Rules are applicable to "any company and includes a firm, sole proprietorship, or other association of individuals engaged in commercial or professional activities."\(^3\) By

---

3 Section 43A, IT Act.
extension, the SPDI Rules are construed to exclude organizations that are not classified as engaging in professional or commercial activities.

The SPDI Rules apply to you if your alternative data governance model will deal with sensitive personal data or information. This is information relating to (i) passwords, (ii) financial information, (iii) health conditions, (iv) sexual orientation, (v) medical records and history, and (vi) biometric information. Do note that the SPDI Rules do not apply to “any information that is freely available or accessible in public domain or furnished under the Right to Information Act, 2005, or any other law for the time being in force.”

Before collecting any sensitive personal data, it is necessary to seek the informed consent of those providing the data. India has adopted a notice-and-choice paradigm for seeking consent online. The “notice” is typically presented in the form of a published privacy policy, as mandated under the SPDI Rules. The “choice” is an action signifying acceptance of the terms of the data collection outlined in the privacy policy. The SPDI Rules prescribe that this consent may be given “by any mode of electronic communication.” In practice, consent of data providers is usually solicited by clicking on an “I agree” button prior to the use of the website, or through use of the website.

Privacy policy checklist

☐ List the personal or sensitive personal data or information collected.

☐ Describe why the data is collected.

☐ Explain how the data collected will be used.

☐ Disclose with whom and how the data collected will be shared.

☐ Document practices and procedures in place to ensure the security of the data collected.

☐ List grievance redressal mechanisms, including the contact information for a grievance redressal officer.

☐ Present the privacy policy in easily accessible, clear language.

---

4 Proviso to Rule 3, SPDI Rules.
6 Rule 4, SPDI Rules.
Data localization

Once you have collected the data for your alternative data governance initiative, it is important to identify the location for storing the data collected. The SPDI Rules permit the transfer of sensitive personal data outside India as long as the same level of data protection is adhered to in the country to which data is being transferred.

The sector where your alternative data governance initiative operates is also relevant in determining where to store collected data. In the years after the enactment of the SPDI Rules, sectoral regulators have brought in data localization norms that mandate in-country storage of data. Examples include:

- Insurers are required to digitally store a record of every policy issued and claims made under the issued policies. This information is to be stored in data centers located and maintained in India only.\(^8\)

- Companies are permitted to maintain financial information such as books of account and other relevant papers digitally.\(^9\) The digitally stored financial information is required to remain accessible in India. Such information or its backup is required to be stored on physical servers in India.\(^10\) Companies are also required to share details pointing to the storage location with the Registrar of Companies annually at the time of filing financial statements.\(^11\)

- Entities involved in the payment ecosystem in India must ensure that data relating to payment systems they operate are stored in India.\(^12\) This data includes end-to-end information collected, carried, and processed relating to every financial transaction carried out.\(^13\)

- The Parliament enacted the Public Records Act in 1993 to prohibit the transfer of any “public records” outside India without the prior approval of the Central

---


Government or for an “official purpose.” Among other things, public records include “material produced by a computer or by any other device” belonging to a public entity including government committees and public sector undertakings.

Ongoing developments

Non-personal data

Many alternative data governance initiatives entail collecting data that isn’t sensitive or personal in nature — non-personal data. This is data the SPDI Rules do not address. For example, in one of the case studies we discuss later, the alternative data governance initiative collected data relating to electricity supply at the household level.

In 2019, India’s Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology (MeitY) — seeking to study matters relating to non-personal data — constituted a committee of experts. The committee proposed a framework for governing non-personal data that emphasizes accountable data sharing mechanisms to unlock the economic, social, and public value of using data. This committee published two reports consolidating its findings and recommendations. The Reports of the Committee of Experts on Non-Personal Data (NPD Report V1 and NPD report V2, together “NPD Reports”) describe non-personal data as data that does not contain any personally identifiable information. This includes data regarding, for example, weather conditions, public transport systems, and in some instances, aggregated and anonymized data. The NPD Reports aim to establish legal and institutional frameworks for the exchange of NPD. This policy direction indicates the need to examine institutional mechanisms that can enable such sharing at scale, safeguard the interest of communities whose data is being collected, and enable trusted exchange in NPD.

The Digital Personal Data Protection Bill

The IT Act has been long overdue for a significant revision. In a landmark judgment in August 2017 — Justice K S Puttaswamy (Retd.) and Another v. Union of India and Others — a nine-judge bench of the Supreme Court of India unanimously held that the “right to privacy” is a fundamental right guaranteed under the Constitution, and that privacy is intrinsic to life and personal liberty guaranteed under Article 21 of the

16 Justice K S Puttaswamy (Retd.) and Another v. Union of India, 10(1) SCC (Supreme Court of India 2018). https://indiankanoon.org/doc/127517806/.
Constitution. Following this verdict, legislative attempts to overhaul India’s data protection and privacy framework have accelerated.

The first such attempt — The Personal Data Protection Bill (PDPB) — was introduced in 2019 before the Parliament to comprehensively update India’s data protection regime. The PDPB only dealt with the regulation of personal data. It was referred to a Joint Parliamentary Committee, which published its report on 16 December 2021, along with a draft Data Protection Bill (DPB) to regulate both personal and non-personal data. As there were significant differences between the PDPB and DPB, the PDPB was withdrawn altogether in early August 2022.¹⁷ Soon after, in November 2022, a fourth draft was introduced. Now called the Digital Personal Data Protection Bill, 2022, (DPDP) this draft has reverted to an earlier position of not regulating non-personal data.¹⁸ While the form in which a data protection legislation will be enacted is quite unclear, it is quite clear that the prospective passage of the reintroduced bill will materially influence the creation of alternative data governance models.

**The Indian Telecommunication Bill**

The Telegraph Act, enacted in 1885, continues to be a key legislation governing the operations of telecommunications systems in India. Much like the IT Act, it is widely recognized that the Telegraph Act is not suitable anymore for regulating contemporary technological systems. Recognizing this need, the Department of Telecommunications has recently published a draft bill — Indian Telecommunication Bill, 2022 — to regulate the sector.¹⁹,²⁰ In its current form, the bill aims to bring in licensing mandates for operating telecommunication services. Telecommunication services are defined very


broadly, to include everything involving electronic transmission of messages — from email and social media to video sharing and streaming. Alternative data governance initiatives, then, will be required to obtain a license from the central government before commencing operations. The draft bill will also influence the design of alternative data governance models by requiring compliance with know-your-customer requirements and adherence to government-prescribed operating standards, and building pathways for government interception.

The bill has received criticism from many quarters (including the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Information and Technology)\(^\text{21}\) for the negative impact that it could have on innovation and user privacy. Nevertheless, it is important for builders to keep an eye on the shape that the final legislation takes.

Organizational models for alternative data governance

**In this section:**

- From corporate structures to charitable models, there are several legal structures that organizations experimenting with alternative data governance can take.

- Private limited companies can be incorporated under the Companies Act and seek profits. Section 8 companies, on the other hand, are private companies geared toward charitable purposes.

- Among charitable models, registered societies are governed by charters and cannot distribute funds to their members; cooperative societies operate for the benefit of their members; and legal trusts are set up to manage certain assets in the interest of a beneficiary.

In India, practical implementation models of data collection where the data collectors do not retain control over the data collected — what we call alternative data governance or data stewardship models — are few. We discuss two examples of initiatives at different stages in their alternative data governance plans a little later.

However, with policy proposals — especially the NPD Reports — indicating a strong desire to foster alternative models of data governance, it is likely that we will see more initiatives in the future. For those of you seeking to build out such models, an obvious

starting point is to clearly articulate the purpose(s) and intended benefit(s) of such a model. This exercise is crucial to determine the foundational legal structure on which the model will rest, and is essential to the initiative’s success. Below, we offer a bouquet of structures and describe how amenable each is to initiatives seeking charitable or economic objectives that promote collective decision-making processes.

**Corporate structures**

**Private limited company**

An alternative data governance model intended to generate profits can be registered as a private company limited by shares under the Companies Act. A company limited by shares is simply one that can issue shares, has shareholders whose liability is commensurate with their shareholding, and can pay out dividends to its shareholders. Private limited companies have their own legal personality, can enter into licensing arrangements (with data principals), and hold assets (such as a database). Private companies also have extensive governance rules prescribed under the Companies Act that prescribe decision-making and accountability norms for companies. Practically speaking, this means that operational decisions are made by directors, committees appointed by directors, and voting shareholders.

While opting for this structure, builders need to carefully calibrate the dual objectives at play here: profit generation and the intended benefits of adopting alternative data governance. One way in which these objectives can be aligned is by making data principals shareholders in the company. Another way to align these objectives is by tailoring the governance structure to encourage some degree of collective decision-making flow. This can be achieved by appointing some shareholders to the Board of Directors and fostering shareholder participation in internal committees.

**Section 8 company**

Corporate law in India also envisages a company formed for charitable purposes. Called Section 8 companies, their activities are required to be geared toward “the promotion of commerce, art, science, sports, education, research, social welfare, religion, charity, protection of environment, or any such other object.”[^22] The objective(s) of the Section 8 company should be clearly articulated at the time of initial incorporation. Section 8 companies also differ from for-profit companies in that the income or profits of Section 8 companies are required to be used only for charitable purposes, and cannot be used for dividend payouts to shareholders.[^23]

[^22]: Section 8(1)(a). Companies Act.
[^23]: Section 8(1)(b) and Section 8(1)(c), Companies Act.
Section 8 companies are overseen by the Registrar of Companies, and are required to show the continued fulfillment of their charitable purposes to the Registrar. While the charitable objective of Section 8 companies might often align better with the objectives of creating alternative data governance models, a way to strengthen buy-in into the initiative can be through creating processes to include beneficiaries in decision-making processes. As described in the case of private companies above, this can be through participation in committees appointed by directors. However, this is a limited participatory governance model.

Charitable models

Registered society

Registered societies are formed under the Societies Act,\(^\text{24}\) or usually by corresponding legislation at the state level.\(^\text{25}\) A society can be formed by seven or more persons coming together for specific purposes outlined in the Societies Act. These are typically for “literary, scientific, or charitable purposes.”\(^\text{26}\) A Registrar of Societies regulates the functioning of registered societies. Funds of registered societies cannot flow to their members.

Registered societies are governed by charter documents, rules and regulations, and bylaws that enjoy some degree of flexibility as long as the applicable legislation is adequately imported in these documents. The principles, objectives, and governance modalities of the initiative developing an alternative data governance model will be encoded in these documents. As these documents are binding only for members of the society, one way to ensure the buy-in and trust of beneficiaries is for them to be members of the registered society.

Cooperative society

Cooperatives in India operate for the benefit of their members, and are formed by a group of ten or more people “whose primary objective is the promotion of the economic development of its members through mutual cooperation and self-help.”\(^\text{27}\) Cooperatives are governed by the Cooperative Societies Act, 1936, or by the Cooperative Societies Act of 1946, depending on the state. Cooperatives cannot distribute profits to their members.

---


\(^{26}\) Section 1, Societies Act.
interests of its members in accordance with cooperative principles.” Cooperatives are governed by the Cooperatives Act, a cognate legislation at the state level, and — in cases of cooperatives with cross-state operations — the Multi-State Cooperatives Act.

A cooperative structure can be quite powerful for an initiative using alternative data governance to ensure economic benefits flow to the data principals, while ensuring collective decision-making in the management of the initiative. What distinguishes cooperative societies from registered societies is that registered societies are restricted from engaging in profit generating activities. Meanwhile, cooperative societies share profits amongst members, in proportion to their contribution to the cooperative’s business as agreed upon and described in the bylaws. At the same time, decision-making in cooperative societies is democratic, with each member having one vote.

Legal trust

Trusts have a legacy of being used as vehicles to codify the rights and responsibilities of different parties in connection to an asset. In India, two types of trusts are recognized — private trusts and public trusts. Private trusts are governed by the Trusts Act and hold property that is transferable to a beneficiary. One or more trustees are appointed to manage the property for purposes stated in a trust deed. Trustees have a fiduciary duty to fulfill the purpose of the trust. However, it is unclear under Indian law whether data rights may be construed as transferable property that may be held in a trust. This ambiguity, while not a bar, presents a risk to an initiative relying on the private trust structure in India.

For alternative data governance initiatives seeking wider public participation and benefit, a public trust may be more suitable as it allows for community participation, which is not possible in a private trust. Public trusts are governed by the general principles of trust law alongside a variety of laws such as the Charitable and Religious Trust Act, 1920, the Religious Endowments Act, 1863, the Charitable Endowments

---

27 Section 4, Cooperatives Act.
30 Section 33, Cooperatives Act.
31 Section 13, Cooperatives Act.
32 Section 8, Indian Trusts Act, Pub. L. No. 2 of 1882 (1882).
33 Trishi Jindal and Aniruddh Nigam, “Data Stewardship for Non-Personal Data in India: A Position Paper on Data Trusts,” Vidhi Centre for Legal Policy, November 20, 2020,
Act, 1890, and the Maharashtra Public Trust Act, 1950. Public trusts don’t require identification of a specific individual beneficiary, and instead are designed for the public at large. For an alternative data governance initiative seeking to adopt this structure, participation in collective governance would be through the appointment of some data principals as trustees.

Public trusts may appear to be well-suited for setting up a data trust, as data trusts are often created to manage data (or the rights to data of multiple data subjects) and they rely on the stewardship of one or more actors. However, as in the case with private trusts, the uncertain treatment of data as property poses a risk to builders. Other charitable models, as described above, may be more amenable for alternative data governance initiatives and have globally been preferred.

Case Study #1: Crowdsourced data commons

In this section:

- With the crowdsourced data commons approach, data is pooled and collectively governed by a community toward a common purpose.

- Organizers can enhance access to data and contribute to the creation of new datasets without (necessarily) centralizing control.

- Crowdsourced data commons require defining technical standards for the pooled data as well as processes and structures for community governance.

In India, two alternative data governance approaches have been notable. Both seek to achieve public interest goals by generating open datasets, but they have adopted different legal forms. We will first discuss the one that uses crowdsourced data commons.

---


What is a crowdsourced data commons?

In a paradigm known as crowdsourced data commons, users gather data and combine it with other people’s data to create databases, which in turn enable goods or services to be created based on the data that is controlled as a commons. Crowdsourced data commons are a participative approach to building datasets with inputs from a large number of people. The purpose and variables of data collected are uniform and standardized for the public interest.³⁶

Who is it for?

Crowdsourced data commons are initiatives aimed at democratizing data access and control through sharing data as a common pool resource. In this model, the access and contribution to data can be open or be limited to a particular community with a shared purpose. Therefore, communities or innovators trying to work on a specific issue with fixed data points and a large number of participants may use the crowdsourced data commons model. In order to accomplish a common goal (open access to essential data, such as cartographical data, medical research, or tracking pollution), initiatives typically gather together a group of individuals to collect data that either did not previously exist or has been unavailable.³⁷ The data is often open, but this isn’t always the case, particularly when sensitive information, like health data, is involved.³⁸ The community may organize and establish the rules and regulations informally or through a legal entity, such as a foundation.

What are the limitations?

Crowdsourced data commons only work when the number of contributors is large. The model may not be the best fit for purposes that require rigorous sampling and data

structure, as the nuances of data may not be reliable due to the open nature of data contributions. It also requires a well-tested platform to handle the high levels of data input. Finally, accountability mechanisms are difficult to enforce when the responsibilities of individuals are not assigned with clarity. Therefore, specific parties, often the ones leading or organizing the initiative, have to dedicate resources to ensure that necessary actions and operations like the timely collection of data, management of dashboard or database, and accessibility are being undertaken in the absence of action by other parties.

Starting a crowdsourced data common

- Find a common source of data toward a common purpose.
- Define data points to be collected.
- Define standards for data points.
- Develop a dashboard or database where the community can provide data.
- Transfer know-how to the community for data collection.
- Develop how the process, structure, and model will be governed and assign responsibilities to the relevant parties.
- Introduce privacy and anonymization standards (using the checklist above).
- Allow easy access to datasets for community members and data providers.
- Establish a grievance system for both data providers and community members.

Example: The Electricity Supply Monitoring Initiative

The Electricity Supply Monitoring Initiative (ESMI) was launched in 2015 by the Prayas Energy Group (PEG). Based in Pune, India, PEG is a research and analysis organization that is part of a non-governmental charitable trust called PRAYAS (Initiatives in Health, Energy, Learning, and Parenthood). The organization represents consumers in the market and has uncovered data gaps about electricity supply quality and frequent blackouts. This led to the creation of ESMI, whose goal was to compare the recommended electric load-sharing protocol with ground realities in order to assess

---

the performance of utility companies. The initiative was conceived in 2007, and it was launched to the public in 2015.\footnote{Vasumita S. Adarsh, “Start-up Altizon Systems Helps NGO Monitor Power Supply,” \textit{The Economic Times}, March 31, 2015, \url{https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/power/start-up-altizon-systems-helps-ngo-monitor-power-supply/articleshow/46752216.cms?from=mdr}.}

**How ESMI works**

With support from a 2013 Google Impact Challenge award, Prayas coordinated with local partners to install electricity supply monitors at more than 400 sites throughout India. These plug-and-play devices use a voltage monitor to collect data directly from consumers and a processing unit to aid in data storage and communication over the cellular network. It all goes into a comprehensive ESMI database that tracks voltage levels and supply disruptions, and feedback on the quality of the electricity supply is shared with consumers and regulators. ESMI has acquired nearly 10 million location hours of voltage data since the start of the project.\footnote{Prayas Energy, “Electricity Supply Monitoring Initiative,” July 30, 2019, \url{https://energy.prayaspune.org/our-work/article-and-blog/electricity-supply-monitoring-initiative}.}

The project first encountered difficulties with data collection methods and the cultural and geographic nuances of many regions.\footnote{Prayas Energy, “About the Initiative,” August 7, 2019, \url{https://energy.prayaspune.org/our-work/article-and-blog/about-the-initiative}.} The approval associated with data collection, recognition of political concerns, and data location tracing were crucial in addressing those issues. Challenges in data collection included infrastructure, locating willing public participants, and the secure collection and storage of data.\footnote{Semi-structured interview with Project Lead at ESMI.}

The ESMI life cycle emphasizes the need for the necessary technological capabilities, legitimacy, and data quality to meet the public’s desire for data sharing for a clearly stated objective. Additionally, it was crucial that the data be made available to civil society, activists, and scholars so that it could be used to further activism and generate awareness, scholarship, and public accountability of electricity companies.

Although the ESMI was an open data effort, several of the elements mentioned above — such as the data requestor’s knowledge, their vision, and their intended recipients — may be very important for data managers evaluating data requests, as the project somewhat behaves and is arranged like a hybrid open data arrangement. Additionally, it is a strong illustration of data equality because the intended beneficiaries were able to use the data for purposes of public interest, creating further opportunities for
engagement, action, and expansion. As more data is collected, the public’s interest in such data can only be guaranteed by ensuring public access to high-quality data that takes into account both validity and relevance.

The data model used by ESMI is open access data with some added elements, where ESMI also acts as a moderator much like in a data trust between data collection and the publicly available data. ESMI ensures that data that is going out to the public does not disclose any private information about the participants of the project. The public can contribute data by opting into the initiative, and can access it via Harvard Dataverse and Prayas’ website, WatchYourPower.org.

The data can be accessed by innovators, public interest groups, activists, policymakers, and the companies being held accountable, and many have used it to foster public dialogue about India’s electrical supply quality. And regulators, ministries, and even customers have used it as leverage to push for change, both by working directly with electricity companies and via legal activism initiated by civil society organizations as collective action. The lack of a novel data governance model here is testimony to how simpler data models can easily fit into the existing legal framework.

---

Case Study #2:  
Quasi-data trusts for innovation and participation

In this section:

- Legal trusts have historically been a vehicle to manage assets on behalf of certain individuals or communities based on a fiduciary duty toward these beneficiaries.
- Data trusts could be used to serve as an intermediary “steward” of people’s and communities’ data, representing their interests toward others.
- However, it is still unclear whether trusts can be set up around data rights under Indian law. Trust-like models may be able to serve the same function.

What are data trusts?

In the same way that trusts have historically been used to manage and make choices about other types of assets — such as local land trusts that manage land on behalf of communities — data trusts are a way to manage and make decisions about data. The independent individual, organization, or entity stewarding the data assumes a fiduciary role when using data trusts. A fiduciary duty in this context entails stewarding data with impartiality, caution, transparency, and undivided commitment. In law, a fiduciary duty is thought to be the greatest level of obligation that one person may owe to another.

In order to unlock the benefits of data for individuals or communities, various alternative data governance approaches extend powers to an intermediary “steward” who manages data (rights) on behalf of beneficiaries within a consent-based structure and toward a defined goal. Such governance approaches would usually be based on a legal framework and can be of participatory nature, based on fiduciary relationships, or
they can be contractual or based on codes of practice. The incentives for data stewards can vary. Alternative strategies are employed to accomplish specific goals.

Who is it for?

Numerous studies and analyses have pointed out that data trusts can unlock the value of data for individuals, communities, and society. A data trust is a steward that manages someone’s data on their behalf. It is inspired by the concept of a legal trust, which is a centralized autonomous entity that holds assets for the primary benefit of the assets’ beneficiary. Data trusts may manage data decision-making in a similar way that trusts have traditionally been used to supervise and make decisions about other forms of assets, such as land trusts that manage property on behalf of local communities. Therefore, initiatives that aim at improving innovation, privacy, research, and consumer empowerment can use the data trust model to achieve their objectives.

What are the limitations?

Stakeholder relationships are defined by a data trust. To that purpose, a data trust’s beneficiaries must be specifically identified; if they are defined too broadly, they will be unable to fulfill their fiduciary duties. A community is also not a static, uniform entity that only exists along one axis of identification. This makes it difficult to define data trustees for communities and to understand how a community and a data trustee interact. It is important to note that given the limitations of legal trusts in India, particularly the gray nature of data’s treatment as property, a hybrid form of data trust is needed that involves contractual mechanisms to work alongside the trust arrangements. Finally, because a data trustee would act solely in the best interests of the data principals or subjects, data trustees could develop into a real profession where nonprofits specialize in comprehending the circumstances in which data should be collected, the risks involved, and the methods by which data can be shared. As a

---


51 Open Data Institute, “R&D: Can Data Trusts Increase or Help Data Sharing?,” 2020, https://theodi.org/project/data-trusts/.


result, only an entity that is aware of the risks and duties would be permitted to take on the role of a data trustee and this liability.

Example: Open Transit Data Delhi

The pilot of the Data Trust for Urban Mobility — which resulted in Open Transit Data Delhi — stands out as an example of a data trust-like model in India, which is slightly different from the traditional data trust pilots that are happening elsewhere in the world.\textsuperscript{55} The pilot emerged from a collaboration between Vidhi Centre for Legal Policy (a legal research think tank), Cyril Amarchand Mangaldas (a law firm), IIIT Delhi (an educational institute), and Omidyar Network India (a philanthropic investment firm).\textsuperscript{56} Mobility data has been of particular interest to actors in the open data ecosystem in India as major cities struggle with overcrowded streets alongside the rise of new mobility methods and platforms working to solve mobility challenges.\textsuperscript{57} This pilot is different because it involves contractual agreements without creating an actual trust, but lays the groundwork for a possible trust to be created in the future.

How Data Trust for Urban Mobility works

Data Trust for Urban Mobility Data was created with the intention of enabling easy, secure, and widespread access to public transit ticketing, real-time location, and schedules; enhancing passenger experiences; and bolstering public knowledge of urban transportation.\textsuperscript{58} Vehicle traffic data, footfall, and public transit data were all collected to explore patterns, trends, and bottlenecks. To manage the data sets, the pilot began with a charter that specified the objectives and duties of the pilot.

The pilot then integrated a technology platform with an institutional structure in the form of stakeholder representation by creating a representative mechanism for collective decision-making that can develop policies for the governance of data and clear contractual conditions that define the parameters of data obligations, duties, and guarantees for safe and lawful data use for the stakeholders participating in the pilot.\textsuperscript{59}


\textsuperscript{56} Vidhi Centre for Legal Policy, “Panel Discussion on ‘Data Trusts for the Public Good,’” December 17, 2020, https://vidhilegalpolicy.in/events/panel-discussion-on-data-trusts-for-the-public-good.

\textsuperscript{57} Center of Excellence in Urban Transport, “8th Mobilogue: Role of Open Data in Urban Mobility,” (Thread), Twitter, February 11, 2022, https://mobile.twitter.com/CoEUT_CEPT/status/1492110813359792128.


Apart from this, the pilot recommends setting up committees consisting of different stakeholder groups to reach decisions regarding governance to help ensure that the data trust continues to serve the community as intended by the community. Finally, transparency requirements and a grievance resolution mechanism are advised for a successful data trust.

The pilot data has been used by the Government of Delhi to improve sustainable mobility in New Delhi. The pilot revealed that data trust-like models could, when properly implemented, be a cost-effective way to collect, store, and share data for the benefit of communities. They can enhance coordination and collaboration by harmonizing data standards, which in turn reduces siloization of data. The trust-like data governance approach also establishes accountability mechanisms that enable security, and uses fiduciary duties, transparency, and community voice to reduce reliance on an individual level and instead build and rely on systemic and institutional systems.

### Setting up a trust-like model for data

- Register a nonprofit company under Company Act, with the listed purpose of performing the functions of a trust.
- Draft a Memorandum of Association and create a Board of Directors bound to a fiduciary duty to the beneficiary community.
- Have the Board create guidelines for data sharing, use, and access. The Board should also set up stakeholder committees to govern data.
- Develop a data collection and hosting platform in compliance with Board guidelines.
- Share the data collection, standards, and hosting guidelines with data principals, data users, and the community.
- Establish a grievance redressal system for stakeholders.

---

Further reading


Glossary

**DPB:** Data Protection Bill, 2021

**Cooperatives Act:** Co-operative Societies Act, 1912\(^61\)

**Constitution:** Constitution of India

**DPDP Bill:** Digital Personal Data Protection Bill

**ESMI:** Electricity Supply Monitoring Initiative

**IIITD:** Indraprastha Institute of Information Technology Delhi

**Multi-State Cooperatives Act:** Multi-State Cooperative Societies Act, 2002\(^62\)

**NPD:** Non-personal data

**NPD Report V1:** Report of the Committee of Experts on Non-Personal Data from July 2020\(^63\)

**NPD Report V2:** Report of the Committee of Experts on Non-Personal Data from December 2020\(^64\)

**PDPB:** Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019\(^65\)

**PEG:** Prayas (Energy Group)

**SPDI Rules:** The Information Technology (Reasonable security practices and procedures and sensitive personal data or information) Rules (2011)

**Societies Act:** Societies Registration Act, 1860

**Trusts Act:** Indian Trusts Act, 1882\(^66\)
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